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Advanced optimization models for the location of

charging stations in e-mobility
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Abstract

For a reduction in environmental pollution and dependency on petroleum, electric
vehicles (EV) present an advantageous alternative to traditionally fossil-fuel powered
automobiles. Rapid growth in the number of EVs requires an urgent need to develop
an adequate charging station infrastructure to stimulate and facilitate their usage.
Due to restricted investments in the development of a sufficient infrastructure, loc-
ations have to be chosen deliberately.

In this paper, three extensions considering different objectives and various con-
straints to the deterministic flow refuelling location problem (DFRLP), described
2017 by de Vries and Duijzer, are introduced. In the first extension we ask how
many charging stations (CS) are necessary to cover a pre-specified number of EVs
and therefore exchange the original objective function for a minimizing cost function.
Secondly, our research shows that, when considering location-dependent construc-
tion costs, results heavily depend on the relations of said cost differences. Tests for
different cost scenarios are carried out and policy implications are discussed. In the
last extension, we consider the capacity of a CS to be limited. The DFRLP assumes
an unlimited capacity, meaning it is always possible to refuel all EVs at all CSs,
where they stop. In our model the capacity is put into relation to the total sum of
demands generated by all EVs, passing a particular CS, which means that our model
determines the placement and the sizes of all CSs simultaneously.

Finally, all extensions are evaluated using benchmarks instances based on test
instances from the literature.
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1 Introduction

In the 1970s, developed countries began undertaking research and development in the
electric vehicle (EV) industry responding to the oil crisis and environmental pollution.
As political pressure to reduce environmental pollution and dependency on petroleum be-
came factors of great significance, the interest of searching for alternatives to traditionally
fossil-fuel powered automobiles started to increase rapidly.[16, p. 129]
The earth experiences changes in climate since the beginning of time. However, in the
last centuries especially anthropogenic factors increased the CO2 level and has led to
accumulated greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. These effects are mostly caused by
combustion of fossil fuels. Considering e. g. the greenhouse gas emissions of the trans-
portation sector in the European Union, road transport accounts for around 71% of
them.[1] Comparing internal combustion engine vehicles to EVs and considering their
impact on CO2 emissions, EVs can have a significant effect on reducing greenhouse gases
even if it is well-known that EVs are no zero-emission vehicles, e. g. air pollution caused
by electricity production varies substantially in different countries.[16, p. 129]

The increased use of alternative fuel vehicles, e. g. battery electric vehicles, demands more
focus regarding the impact of these alternative technologies on people’s driving behaviour
and patterns compared to traditional combustion engine vehicle. Most important chal-
lenges arising from the widespread use of EVs are posed by vehicles’ recharging needs.[10,
p. 1] It is a classic chicken and egg problem. Especially in the first period after introdu-
cing EVs, the investments in charging station facilities were quite scarce. There was little
opportunity to make money of them because the number of EV users was relatively small.
Which in turn created little incentives to switch from a car running with a combustion
engine to an EV.[3, p. 102]
The inadequate development of infrastructure for alternative fuels is a major difficulty
for consumer acceptance and the purchase of EVs. Still, the network for alternative fuel
charging stations is insufficient compared to the infrastructure needed to enable market
acceptance of these vehicles. In more detail, it is not because of an insufficient develop-
ment of the electricity grid in most countries, it lies in the development of public charging
stations. Thus, a lot of effort was and is needed to install a sufficient infrastructure of
charging stations, since it has a major influence on whether e-mobility will prevail in the
long-term. Therefore, models are designed that depict reality as good as possible in order
to obtain optimal locations for installing charging stations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 gives an overview about
related literature. Our contribution is specified in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3 the de-
terministic flow refuelling location problem (DFRLP) is formally introduced and three
extensions to the DFRLP are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents and analysis
the numerical results. The final Section 4 offers conclusions and states opportunities for
future research.
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1.1 Related literature

Starting with a paper from 1990, written by Hodgson [6], several researchers have been
working on improving the allocation-location model for “flow-capturing” and later on
“flow refuelling” problems.[8, p. 125] In these problems a flow depicts a certain amount
of EVs travelling cyclically from the same origin to the same destination point. These
models aim for a deliberate choice of locations for charging stations, since budget for
the construction of charging stations is limited in most cases.[3, p. 102] The difference
between flow capturing location problems (FCLP) and flow refuelling location problems
(FRLP) is that the first one assumes a flow to be covered if a flow makes use of a single
facility, located somewhere along its path. This assumption is no longer adequate as the
FCLP does not take the driving range of an EV into consideration and up to the present
state of art the driving range of EVs is still a limiting factor. It might be necessary to
stop more than once along a path to refuel the EV in order to complete a tour without
running out of fuel. This is taken into consideration in the FRLP.[8, p. 125]
Allocation-location models are normally designed to optimally choose among a set of
potential locations and try to solve the question of where to open a set of facilities and
allocate demand to these facilities. In general, there is a distinction between two different
ways of expressing demand in a network:

• Node-based: demand is expressed at fixed points in the network and facilities are
located centrally to fulfil demand. Well-known problems are the p-median problem
(see [5] and [11]) and the location set-covering problem (see [12]). These models are
based on the assumption that special-purpose trips are made between the points of
demand and the locations of the facility in order to satisfy demand.

• Flow-based: Hodgson argued that the assumption of defining node-based demand
is not adequate for planning a charging station infrastructure for EVs, because
charging stations serve demand in form of traffic flows driving by these facilities. A
traffic flow is meant to be a flow between an origin-destination pair with a certain
flow volume representing the number of EVs travelling along this flow. EVs are
recharged at any facility located along the shortest path from an origin point to a
destination node.[8, p. 126]

In order to take the driving range of an EV explicitely into account, Kuby and Lim
[8] developed a novel model formulated as a two-stage approach, which determines the
maximum flow volume covered by using pre-generated combinations of facilities that do
not exceed an EV’s driving range. These exogenously generated combinations serve as an
input for the MILP solved in the second stage. For determining these combinations an
algorithm described in [8] can be applied. This algorithm generates all combinations of
potential facility locations that can refuel a flow by considering a given driving range. This
formulation is limited in its applicability, because the generation of feasible combinations
for all paths is computationally burdensome, even for small instances.[2, p. 622] Later
on, Lim and Kuby [9] provide some heuristic algorithms, including greedy and genetic
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algorithms, to overcome the two-stage approach of the time-consuming pre-generation in
the first stage and solving a MILP to locate a certain number of refuelling stations in the
second stage.[2, p. 624]
A radically new MILP formulation was later developed by Capar and Kuby [2]: it does
not require pre-generated combinations of possible facility locations as input. Their
formulation is similar in logic and functionality to the original model of Kuby and Lim
[8], but the underlying logic of the pre-generation of feasible combinations for each flow is
incorporated into the constraints for the model formulation itself.[2, p. 626] This results
in a much larger and more complex model, but the solving time for the FRLP remains
stable or decreases compared to the heuristic algorithms published by Lim and Kuby [9].
Nevertheless the driving range is still not considered explicitly in the model formulation.[2,
p. 622]
The basic FRLP assumes that an infinite number of EVs can recharge at a station. This
assumption becomes impractical as the number of EVs increases. Upchurch et al. [13] were
the first researchers addressing this concern in their model. They extended the original
FRLP by Kuby and Lim [8], which requires pre-generated combinations of facilities as
input, by limiting the capacity of EVs rechargeable at a refuelling station. Hosseini and
Mirhassani [7] defined capacity more accurately by estimating the quantity of consumed
fuel at each refuelling station. For large-scale networks these authors proposed an effective
heuristic algorithm to obtain good quality solutions in appropriate time. Wang and Lin
[14] consider a limiting budget constraint and multiple types of charging stations in their
capacitated FRLP.
Finally, de Vries and Duijzer [3] worked out a MILP formulation, which takes the driving
range of an EV explicitly as an input parameter into account. The authors introduce
two FRLPs in their paper: one deterministic and one stochastic. Since our research is
based on the deterministic one, we call it the deterministic flow refuelling location problem
(DFRL) in the reminder of this paper.

1.2 Our contribution

Our research is based on the deterministic flow refuelling location problem (DFRLP)
formulation of de Vries and Duijzer [3] and focuses on investigating the model while
considering different objectives and taking various constraints into account.
The first model extension, discussed in Section 2.1, addresses the problem of driving
range anxiety by installing a minimum number of charging stations in order to guarantee
that a prespecified proportion of the total flow volume is covered. This usually (as
demonstrated in Section 3.2.1) results in covering of frequently used routes and thus
increasing the general acceptance of e-mobility.
The second model extension, introduced in Section 2.2, deals with location-dependent
costs while maximizing the total flow volume covered (CFV). It returns useful inform-
ation on the effects of cost differences concerning the construction costs for charging
stations. This allows governments to plan their subsidy measures accordingly to control
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and support investments in installing adequate infrastructures in certain locations.
Due to the significantly rising number of EVs, it becomes necessary to think about ca-
pacity limits at charging stations and therefore not only the location, but also the size
of charging stations. The enhanced model, described in Section 2.3, considers both, the
location and size of charging stations, and again maximizes the total flow covered. In
comparison to existing models, capacity is defined as the quantity of energy available at
a charging pole. Available energy at charging stations is not actually a limiting factor,
but it is implicitly used as a measure for the duration of loading.

1.3 Formal problem definition and the basic model

The objective of the DFRLP (see [3]) is to maximize the total number of EVs which
can complete their trip without running out of fuel by optimally locating an exogenously
given number of charging stations. Given an undirected graph G(L,E), L is a set of
nodes, i. e. locations, and E is a set of edges, i. e. streets, between these locations. The
set of locations L is the union of three disjunct subsets: set of driving origins O, set of
driving destinations D and the set of potential facility locations K for charging stations
(CSs) with no capacity limitations.
The overall amount in the traffic network is defined by set of cyclic flows F , where cyclic
means that every EV after visiting its driving destination returns back home to its origin
by using the same path. Each flow f ∈ F is sufficiently defined by its origin Of ∈ O, its
integer flow volume vf ∈ N, its destination Df ∈ D, and by the desired path between the
origin-destination pair in G. The nodes on this path are potential facility locations and
define the set Kf ⊆ K. All in all, Lf = {Of}∪Kf ∪{Df}. We say a flow is covered if the
driving distance between consecutively used CSs along a round-trip does not exceed the
driving range of the EV. Like G and F , the fixed driving range R is a parametric input.
Based on the cyclic property of our flows, similarly to [3, p. 103f], we define sub-trips
from one CS to another as cycle segments:

Definition 1. A cycle segment of the flow f is identified by two nodes k and l and has
corresponding distances tkl ∈ R as defined below:

• If k = Of and l ∈ Kf , the cycle segment defined by these two nodes is the path
l → Of → l and its distance tkl is given by the distance from l via Of to l, both
along f .

• For all k, l ∈ Kf , where k occurs before l in the flow f on the way from Of to Df ,
the cycle segment defined by these two nodes is the path k → l and its distance tkl
is given by the distance from k to l, both along f .

• If k ∈ Kf and l = Df , the cycle segment defined by these two nodes is the path
k → Df → k and its distance tkl is given by the distance from k via Df to k, both
along f .

• For k = Of and l = Df we do not define cycle segment, but set tkl = ∞.
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Example 1. Consider a flow f corresponding to the desired path along the following
nodes 10 → 7 → 12 → 21, i. e. having the origin Of = 10 and the destination Df = 21.
Assume that the distances of the connecting edges are 7, 2, and 3, respectively. Then the
six possible cycle segments have distances: t10,7 = 14, t10,12 = 18, t7,12 = 2, t7,21 = 10,
and t12,21 = 6. Further, we have t10,21 = ∞, but do not define a cycle segment for k = 10
and l = 21.

It is important to mention, that no charging station is possible at an origin or destination
node in the DFRLP. However, to enable this property, one must only replace the original
Of and/or Df with a dummy facility location, which is connected to the original Of

and/or Df by a zero-distance edge.
Our notation and the DFRLP model are based on de Vries and Duijzer [3].

Parameters:

F set of flows

O (Of ∈ O) set of origins (origin of flow f)

K (Kf ∈ K) set of potential facility locations (along flow f)

D (Df ∈ D) set of destinations (destination of flow f)

vf ∈ N volume of flow f

L (Lf ∈ L) set of locations, i. e. L = O ∪K ∪D (set of locations along
flow f , i. e. Lf = {Of} ∪Kf ∪ {Df})

E set of edges between locations

L−
kf ( L (L+

kf ( L) set of locations along flow f passed before (after) location
k on a trip from Of to Df

p ∈ N number of new facilities to locate

R ∈ N driving range

tkl ≥ 0 length of the cycle segment identified by locations k and l

Decision variables:

xk ∈ {0, 1} 1 if a facility is placed at location k and 0 otherwise

yf ∈ {0, 1} 1 if flow f is covered and 0 otherwise

iklf ∈ {0, 1} 1 if cycle segment k, l is used in flow f and 0 otherwise
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DFRLP:

max
∑

f∈F

vfyf (1)

s.t.
∑

k∈K

xk = p (2)

∑

l∈L+

kf

iklf tkl − (1− yf )M ≤ R f ∈ F, k ∈ {Of ∪Kf} (3)

∑

l∈L+

kf

iklf = xk f ∈ F, k ∈ Kf (4)

∑

l∈L+

Off

iOf lf = 1 f ∈ F (5)

∑

k∈L−

lf

iklf = xl f ∈ F, l ∈ Kf (6)

∑

k∈L−

Dff

ikDff = 1 f ∈ F (7)

iklf ∈ {0, 1} f ∈ F, k ∈ {Of ∪Kf}, l ∈ L+

kf (8)

xk, yf ∈ {0, 1} k ∈ K, f ∈ F (9)

The objective (1) of the DFRLP is to maximize the total number of EVs covered by
optimally locating an exogenously given number of charging stations stated by constraint
(2). Constraint (3) ensures that a flow is covered if the length of each cycle segment used
along the path of flow f does not exceed the driving range of an EV. Constraints (4)–(7)
are flow constraints, which also link variables x and i. Constraints (8)–(9) define the
decision variables of the model.

2 Enhanced models

Most of the research focusing on optimal charging station placements for EVs consider
some parameter and ignore others. Usually, only the travel distance and flow volume
along paths between potential facility locations are considered. The aim of the follow-
ing enhanced models is to investigate the DFRLP and to take various constraints into
account, such as guaranteeing coverage for a certain proportion of EVs, considering con-
struction costs of charging stations as well as limited capacity at charging stations in
order to depict reality as good as possible.
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2.1 Minimum flow volume coverage (MC FRLP)

Most of the existing research on the deployment of an infrastructure for EVs does not
consider the driver convenience issue as a hard constraint when locating charging stations.
The formulation of this extended model requires a minimum coverage of all EVs travelling
within a network. Our ideas are based on the concept of governmental concessions awar-
ded to construction companies, which are able to guarantee a minimum coverage level
within a pre-specified time period. Therefore the objective of this MC FRLP extension
is to choose a minimum number of optimally located refuelling stations in order to guar-
antee that a given proportion of all EVs can complete their trip without running out of
fuel. In consistence with the basic model, we assume that the capacity at all refuelling
stations is unlimited.

Additional parameter:

C ∈ (0, 1] minimum coverage level as proportion of the total flow
volume

MC FRLP Model:

min
∑

k∈K

xk (10)

s.t.

∑
f∈F vfyf∑
f∈F vf

≥ C (11)

(3)−(9).

The objective function of the DFRLP is replaced with function (10) requiring a minimum
number of new charging facilities to be built, while at least a certain proportion of all EVs
should be able to complete their round-trip successfully; this is ensured with constraint
(11). Since the number of CSs becomes the objective, equation (2) is skipped, but
constraints (3)–(9) from the original model are required.

2.2 Location-dependent costs per charging station (LC FRLP)

While planning a network of CSs, one has to consider different one-off costs for construc-
tion depending on the CS location. This results mainly from different land costs in urban,
sub-urban and rural areas. Thus, this extension, LC FRLP, involves location-dependent
construction costs as an additional input parameter in the optimization model.

Additional parameters:

ck ≥ 0 construction costs per charging station at location k

B > 0 available budget for all stations
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LC FRLP Model:

max
∑

f∈F

vfyf (1)

s.t.
∑

k∈K

ckxk ≤ B (12)

(3)−(9).

The objective function (1) and constraints (3)–(9) remain the same as in the DFRLP.
Again, the number of new facilities to locate is no longer exogenously given, i. e. constraint
(2) is not used. In fact, this restriction is replaced by constraint (12), which takes into
account that there is only a limited budget to build the CS infrastructure.

2.3 Capacitated DFRLPs: determination of the station size

Most articles in the field of FRLP are based on the assumption that the capacity of a
refuelling station is unlimited. Meaning, the availability of a charging station is sufficient
to refuel all flows using this location, regardless of their flow volume and their distance
travelled since the last refuelling process.[13, p. 85] In contrast to the early era of e-
mobility, with nowadays increasing EV volume, it becomes important to cope with limited
CS capacity.[13, p. 86]
The objective of this extension is to simultaneously decide upon the placement and the
size of CSs in a network in order to maximize the flow volume covered. Clearly, CS size
depends on the number of charging poles installed at a location. In the C FRLP we
assume that each charging pole has a limited capacity. We define the pole capacity as
energy output in terms of total driving range per pole and period. An optimal location
of charging poles is necessary in order to build more charging poles at CSs, where the
energy demand is higher. A positive side effect of considering the CS size (number of
charging poles per CS) as decision variable, is the avoidance of idle charging facilities due
to a low utilisation at charging points.[15, p. 4]

To further approach reality, Upchurch et al. [13] take limited capacity of charging stations
into account by defining capacity as the number of vehicles “refuelable” at a station.[7,
p. 1379] This leads to the following surreal model assumption that independently of the
battery energy level, each EV demands a constant predefined amount of energy at each
CS along its flow. Therefore, in our C FRLP the demand for energy at any station
depends on the current battery level.
We build on the ideas of Hosseini and Mirhassani [7], where energy consumption is as-
sumed to be linearly proportional to the distance travelled since the last refuelling process.
Moreover we define capacity as the amount of energy available and assume that batteries
are always filled to full capacity (“driving range anxiety”).[7, p. 1380]

In this section, we will discuss two different approaches: first we maximize the flow
coverage under an exogenous number of CSs, later on, we minimize the number of installed
CSs while satisfying a given coverage level.
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2.3.1 Exogenous given number of charging poles (C FRLP)

To begin with, we assume that the number of charging poles is exogenous. As construction
costs are not explicitly concerned in this model, the exogenous number of CSs (and
thus poles as well) can be seen as a proxy for the budget available for deploying an
infrastructure.[4, p. 400] Moreover, the assumption from Hosseini and Mirhassani [7] is
taken, stating that flows are assumed to be divisible, i. e. flow coverage may be lower than
100%.[7, p. 1382]

Additional decision variables:

nk ∈ N0 number of charging poles at location k

zf ∈ [0, 1] proportion of flow f that is covered

wklf ∈ [0, 1] auxiliary variable for linearisation

Additional parameters:

Cap ∈ N capacity of charging pole given as the amount of available
energy in distance units

ef ∈ (0, 1] positive range-based refuelling proportion ≤ 1 of flow f to
be covered per observation period for flows with 2t̃OfDf

≤
R; otherwise, ef = 1:

ef =
1

max

{
1,
⌊

R
2t̃OfDf

⌋} ,

where t̃OfDf
> 0 stays for the real distance between ori-

gin and destination (note that t̃OfDf
6= tOfDf

, because we
defined tOfDf

= ∞ in Definition 1); as explained later, this
parameter is needed to model short trips properly

Mk ∈ N location-dependent maximum number of charging poles at
a charging station (if Mk = M for all k ∈ K, use M)

S ∈ N total number of charging poles to locate
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C FRLP Model:

max
∑

f∈F

vfzf (13)

s.t.
∑

k∈K

nk = S (14)

xk ≤ nk k ∈ K (15)

nk ≤ Mkxk k ∈ K (16)

zf≤ yf f ∈ F (17)

∑

f∈F : k∈Kf




∑

l∈L−

kf

tlkvfefwlkf +
∑

l∈L+

kf

tklvfefwklf


 ≤ Cap · nk k ∈ K (18)

wklf ≤ iklf f ∈ F, k ∈ Kf , l ∈ L+

kf (19)

wklf ≤ zf f ∈ F, k ∈ Kf , l ∈ L+

kf (20)

wklf ≥ zf − (1− iklf ) f ∈ F, k ∈ Kf , l ∈ L+

kf (21)

zf ∈ [0, 1] f ∈ F (22)

nk ∈ N0 k ∈ K (23)

wklf ∈ [0, 1] f ∈ F, k ∈ Kf , l ∈ L+

kf (24)

(3)−(9).

The model above covers two elemental changes from the basic DFRLP: first, we make
use of a new integer variable nk, defining the number of charging poles at a potential
facility location. Second, by postulating a limited capacity at refuelling stations, it might
be impossible for one or more CSs to satisfy the total flow volume (TFV) of the flows
using said stations. Thus the continuous variable zf , which indicates the proportion of
flow f that can be covered, is introduced.

The objective function (13) maximizes the total flow volume covered. Note that it is
the real-valued equivalent of objective function (1), obtained by substituting the binary
variable yf for the proportion zf . While the DFRLP parametrises the total number of
CSs in (2), here the total number of charging poles is ensured by (14). Constraint (15)
states that there is at least one charging pole installed when a location is intended to be
a charging station. The maximum number of charging poles allowed at a charging station
is defined in constraint (16). (17) ensures that the proportional coverage of flow f is zero
if the flow is not covered at all, i.e. if yf = 0. The limited capacity of charging poles
is considered with constraint (18). It is important to understand that (18) is already a
linearisation of an originally quadratic context as explained in the following.
To guarantee that capacity is not exceeded at any charging station, it is necessary to
know which flows are recharging at a station. This information can be obtained from
variable iklf , indicating at which locations (k and l) a flow f stops for refueling. The
limited capacity at charging poles is expressed by the following non-linear constraint:
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∑

f∈F : k∈Kf




∑

l∈L−

kf

tlkilkf +
∑

l∈L+

kf

tkliklf


 vfef · zf ≤ Cap · nk k ∈ K (25)

The left-hand side of this constraint totals the amount of energy demand at location k.
Assuming that EVs are travelling cyclically, they stop at CS k twice, once on their forward
and a second time on their return journey. Consequently, the energy consumption of an
EV at location k is linearly proportional to the distance travelled since the last charging
stop on the forward trip plus the distance from the last CS used before k on the backward
trip (which is expressed by means of forward distance tkl in our symmetric case). The
right-hand side of the equation defines the total capacity (in units of distance) available
at the potential location site k.
The linearisation is done by introducing a new variable wlkf

..= ilkfzf and adding linking
constraints (19)–(21). If the right-hand side is 0, i. e. no CS is opened at location k, on
the first view, there are four possibilities how to fulfil (25): Either zf , ef , vf or iklf equals
0 for all f ∈ F , k ∈ Lf and l ∈ L+

kf . zf = 0 corresponds to zero flow coverage. ef cannot
be 0 following its definition. In the special case vf = 0, zf might take a value greater
than zero, but this has no influence on the objective function value, which maximizes the
total flow volume covered (CFV), i. e. the product of vf and zf . If iklf = 0, the flow f is
not covered at all according to the variable definition, because no CS is used. Finally, if
zf = 0 or iklf = 0, wlkf is forced to zero by (19) and (20).

Let us discuss the parameter ef in more detail. If ef ∈ (0, 1), then the range of the EV
allows for a longer round-trip than the flow f demands. The setting ef = 1 reflects two
real situations. In the first case, the EV’s range exactly corresponds to the length of
the round-trip. In the second case, more than one charging stop is needed to finish the
whole round-trip. The latter case is upper-bounded with the value ef = 1, because it is
not possible to charge more energy then the battery capacity allows and more than one
charging stops per round-trip are necessary.

Example 2. Imagine an EV with driving range R = 200. First, we assume that the
round-trip to be covered has length 100. Then two such trips are possible before recharging
is needed; consequently only half of the flow volume needs to be recharged per round-trip,
i. e. ef = 0.5. Next, assume the round-trip length to be 200. Now exactly one round-trip
can be done without recharging, i. e. ef = 1. Finally, assume that our round-trip has
length 400. Then obviously one recharging process per trip is not enough and more than
one CS on the trip is needed since the charging volume is bounded the battery capacity,
i. e. ef = 1. Note, obviously a minimum of 2 CSs is needed in this case.

2.3.2 Number of charging poles as decision variable (C+MC FRLP)

Allowing the number of charging poles to be no longer exogenously given, the objective
is to install a minimum number of charging poles while guaranteeing a certain level of
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coverage. This objective seems to be reasonable as an incentive to increase consumer
acceptance of EVs.

Additional variables:

nk, zf described in Section 2.3.1

Additional set and parameters:

C ∈ [0, 1] minimum required flow volume coverage level

Cap, ef , Mk described in Section 2.3.1

C+MC FRLP Model:

min
∑

k∈K

nk (26)

s.t.

∑
f∈F vfzf∑
f∈F vf

≥ C (27)

(15)−(24)

(3)−(9).

The objective function (26) minimizes the number of charging poles located within the
network. Constraint (27) forces the model to install enough charging poles to cover at
least a certain proportion of all EVs driving within the network. Furthermore, constraints
(15)–(24) are borrowed from the model described in Section 2.3.1. Constraints (3)–(9)
take the driving range explicitly into account and define the decision variables.

3 Evaluation

In this section, we perform a numerical analysis of the basic model (DFRLP) and its pre-
viously described extensions. AMPL-IDE1 was used for modelling and calculation. The
AMPL built-in parameters _ampl_elapsed_time and _solve_elapsed_time are used to
display the solve time in seconds. Solve time is the sum of the both time parameters: the
first one measures the elapsed seconds after starting the AMPL process and generating
the model, preparing the sets and constraints and the second time parameter determines
the solution time in seconds of the solver. The models were solved with Gurobi2 and the
optimization was performed on a macOS Sierra3 computer with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i54

processor and an 8 GB/2133 MHz memory.

1Version: 3.5.0.201802140038.
2version: Gurobi 8.1.0
3version: macOS Sierra 10.12.6
4processor type: I5-7360U
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3.1 Benchmark instances

All models were tested on four instances randomly generated and described by de Vries
and Duijzer [3]; the names are in the same form as in [3]: “sXwY”, where “X” stays for the
number of potential facility locations |K| and “Y” corresponds to the number of origin
and destination nodes |OD|.
Additionally to test instances taken from [3] we use data from Capar and Kuby [2] who
studied and applied a different model formulation for the FRLP to Florida’s highways.
This real-world instance is significantly larger than the other ones and has 302 facility
locations and 2 701 flows. Unfortunately, not all of our models can yield meaningful
results for such a huge instance in a reasonable amount of time and, moreover, due
to missing geographic information, an appropriate classification of particular charging
station locations in the LC FRLP is not possible. Thus, we used this test instance only
for the MC FRLP.

The driving range of an EV is assumed to be 250 for the basic model and all extensions;
this conforms to the assumption of both de Vries and Duijzer [3] and Capar and Kuby
[2].
Table 1 shows a summary reflecting the characteristics of all test instances and Table 2
depicts the flow volume covered (CFV) in the basic DFRLP solutions to all test instances.

Table 1: Test instance characteristics.

Test instance s40w20 s60w30 s80w40 s100w50 Florida

|K| 40 60 80 100 302
|OD| 20 30 40 50 74
|F | 190 435 780 1 225 2 701

min{tOfDf
} 49.43 8.08 11.48 11.56 11.40

max{tOfDf
} 2071.06 2752.80 2556.34 2192.80 1257.00

T̃ 838.47 1152.22 767.06 782.73 320.30

T 907.70 1152.77 822.52 834.48 364.43
TFV 106 106 106 106 1012

T : average travel distance from O to D per flow; T̃ median travel distance from O
to D per flow; TFV: total flow volume per instance.

3.2 Computational results and performance analysis

This section discusses parameters which are required in some model extensions in more
detail, followed by a numerical analysis of the performance of the model extensions de-
scribed in previous sections. As the baseline case we present computational results for
the instance s60w30 and refer to other instances in this section in case of results of par-
ticular interest. Otherwise, the results for the remaining test instances can be found in
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Table 2: Flow volume covered in the DFRLP solutions.

p
Instance

s40w20 s60w30 s80w40 s100w50 Florida

1 194 346 71 664 74 765 69 492 2.63 · 1011

2 375 046 116 807 169 974 121 753 4.12 · 1011

3 497 131 167 267 231 627 173 532 5.42 · 1011

4 615 536 221 777 295 026 220 270 6.14 · 1011

5 708 043 237 490 364 453 254 515 6.84 · 1011

10 850 900 426 636 576 111 438 584 8.46 · 1011

15 928 598 559 716 721 745 584 909 9.17 · 1011

20 975 404 683 512 818 067 709 314 9.25 · 1011

25 1 000 000 799 192 904 855 815 303 9.48 · 1011

Appendix B.
The test instance s60w30, which is used as the baseline case, is visualised in Figure 1.
Each of the nodes is representing an origin or destination or/and a pure potential facility
location. OD nodes are in bold font and the size of the OD nodes represents how many
EVs are starting/ending at these locations. The thickness of the road segments between
the nodes represents the proportional flow volume travelling along with these nodes.

3.2.1 Numerical analysis: minimum flow volume coverage (MC FRLP)

In this section, the MC FRLP is examined for different required minimum coverage levels
and applied to all testing instances. Table 3 describes the resulting minimum number
of charging stations needed to cover a prespecified proportion of all EVs for each test
instance.
By reason of the occurrence of a cluster of strongly frequently nodes within the network,
the test instance s40w20 differs from the other ones and is therefore described in this
section in more detail.

Analysing test instance s40w20. Taking a closer look at the resulting graph of the
test case s40w20 in Figure 2, one can determine an exponentially increasing number of
charging stations in order to reach full coverage. There seems to be a “threshold level”
at a coverage of ≈ 70% of TFV, where further investments in expanding the network
of charging stations become extremely expensive in relation to the resulting increase in
covered EVs. This can be explained by the gradient of the line segments connecting the
neighbouring points. The gradient for each segment is calculated by △p/△ C. Instance
s40w20 shows a gradient of at most 10 until a minimum coverage level of 70% is required.
Changing from a coverage of 70% to 80% of TFV results in a gradient of 30.
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Figure 1: Test instance s60w30.

The reason is straightforward: at a certain level, it becomes necessary to open charging
stations at locations with low traffic volume in order to cover additional flows, as loca-
tions situated at strongly frequented flows are chosen in the first place. Thus, to ensure
additional coverage, an increasing number of locations in “remoted” areas is required.
Test instance s40w20 (see Figure 14; shape of node is irrelevant) differs from the other
ones on the basis that there is a cluster of strongly frequently nodes within the network.
These nodes are nearby. Thus, a lot of flows can be covered with a small number of char-
ging stations chosen inside of this cluster, while significantly more charging stations are
necessary to cover additional flows in more remote areas. This explains the even greater
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Table 3: Number of open charging stations in the MC FRLP solutions.

C
Instance

s40w20 s60w30 s80w40 s100w50 Florida

0.1 1 2 2 2 1
0.2 2 4 3 4 1
0.3 2 7 5 7 2
0.4 3 9 6 10 2
0.5 4 13 8 13 3
0.6 4 17 11 16 4
0.7 5 21 15 20 6
0.8 8 26 20 25 8
0.9 13 33 25 31 14
1.0 23 42 32 45 57

C
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p
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Figure 2: Number of opened facilities de-
pendent on minimum flow coverage for test
instance: s40w20.
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Figure 3: Number of opened facilities de-
pendent on minimum flow coverage for test
instance: s60w30.

rise in required charging stations between the coverage levels of 90% and 100% compared
to the other instances. This instance is representative for sparsely populated areas with
some densely populated sub-regions/cities. Building charging stations in densely popu-
lated areas cover large proportions of TFV, but guaranteeing an adequate infrastructure
for all EV drivers within an area leads to a disproportionate burden.

Analysing the baseline case s60w30. The reason why instance s60w30 requires more
than 50% of all possible location in order to cover the TFV, lies in the structure of the
network. The average travel distance from the origin to destination per flow, which is
significantly longer in the case of instance s60w30, contributes markedly to an increasing
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number of required charging stations per flow. The relation between minimum coverage
and required number of charging stations for instance s60w30 is depicted in Figure 3. In
this context, it is also important to mention that increasing the required coverage level
does not necessarily result in adopting the optimal charging station placement from the
previous coverage level plus opening additional charging stations. By way of illustration,
take a look at the baseline instance s60w30 (see Figure 1): to cover 10% of TFV, it
is optimal to install charging stations in the locations 14 and 35. In order to set up a
charging station infrastructure that can cover 20% of all EVs that plan to travel a certain
route within a network, charging stations have to be built in locations 21, 33, 35 and 42.

Analysing the Florida state highway network. A visualisation of the results for
this instance can be seen in Figure 4. The large-scale instance representing Florida’s high-
ways is characterized by relatively short average travel distances (T = 364.43). Whereas
the driving range is 250, as already mentioned. Moreover, this instance allows positive
flow volume for short-distance trips (t̃OfDf

≤ 100, where t̃OfDf
stays for the real distance

between origin Of and destination Df ). In total there are 242 out of 2 791 flows that are
characterized by a total travel distance between Of and Df less than 100. Both, the short
average travel distance and the positive flow volume at short distance trips are reasons
for the relatively small number of charging stations in order to cover up to 90% of TFV.
Covering 100 % instead of 90% of TFV within the Florida highway case study requires a
tremendously increasing number of charging stations, due to the fact that there are some
flows with relatively small flow volume. (8.55% of TFV travels along flows with total
distance less than 100 length units.) Remember the TFV in this test instance is set to
1012 EVs.

C
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

p

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Figure 4: Number of opened facilities dependent on minimum flow coverage for test
instance: Florida.

Therefore, we can summarize that—at least in the early stages of infrastructure
development— it might be insufficient to force an infrastructure that is capable of cover-
ing all EVs travelling within an area. The minimum number of charging stations needed
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depends among other things on the length of the road segments and the average travel
distance between origin and destination. Therefore, it is not possible to determine a
general threshold coverage level that is applicable throughout all test instances. Figures
depicting the relation between minimum coverage and the required number of charging
stations for the remaining problem instances are given in Appendix B.1 and confirm these
observations.

3.2.2 Numerical analysis: location-dependent costs per charging station
(LC FRLP)

In the following, we define and discuss the parameters required for the LC FRLP. On the
one hand, location-dependent costs per charging location are introduced and on the other
hand a limiting factor, in this case, a budget constraint needs to be defined. Moreover,
the main insights obtained from this model extension, when analysing prespecified cost
scenarios, are explained.

Basic test set-up.

1. Partitioning facility locations into price classes:
The LC FRLP extends the DFRLP by taking costs of installing a charging station
for EVs into consideration. These costs are depending on the location of node k.
This assumption is based on the idea that construction costs for building a charging
station located along rural areas are lower than construction costs for locations in
dense urban areas. Different costs of land due to the scarcity of land in urban areas
justify this assumption. One can argue, that it is more expensive to build up an
infrastructure for a charging station in rural areas, but in real-world cases, when
selecting potential facility locations, one criterion is that they have to be close to
(smaller) villages at the countryside. Potential facilities are chose to be in locations,
where it is possible to build up a station within justifiable budget. Therefore, the
costs differences of land outweigh the infrastructure build-up investments.

The potential geographic area, where the DFRLP and its extension should be ap-
plied, is represented with a set of nodes, some of them are pure potential facility
locations (=junction) and some of them are both, potential facility locations and
OD nodes. For testing the model extensions, the test instances generated by de
Vries and Duijzer [3] are used. For simplicity and representational purposes, the
individual nodes are classified into different cost categories and weighted with cat-
egory specific costs. Therefore, a kind of density-based cluster algorithm is used to
classify the nodes into three different categories, which can be understood as urban,
sub-urban and rural. Nodes that are in close proximity to several other potential
facility locations are assigned to be urban nodes, associated with the highest con-
struction costs. Nodes that are in a single location are associated to be in rural
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areas, representing the lowest construction costs. Moreover, when classifying po-
tential facility location to cost categories the total flow volume at OD nodes is taken
into consideration, meaning a node where a huge number of EVs start or end their
round-trip is more likely to be located in an urban area than in a rural one.

For every node k ∈ K

OD-node
k ∈ O ∪ D

Flow volume∑
f∈F

∣∣{k} ∩Kf

∣∣ · vf
Radius urban

Pu =
∣∣{l|tkl≤πu

}
∣∣

Radius urban
Pu =

∣∣{l|tkl≤πu
}
∣∣

Radius suburban
Psu =

∣∣{l|tkl≤πsu
}
∣∣

Urban category Sub-urban category Rural category

yes no

≥
10

%
tf

v
. 5–10% tfv.

< 5% tfv.

≥ N
< N

≥ N < N ≥ N < N

Figure 5: Partition of possible facility locations into price classes.

Figure 5 depicts an outline of the method used to partition potential facility nodes
into price classes. The parameters used for the three different price classes are
summarized in Table 4. For each node k it is examined how many other potential
locations are within a certain radius Pu and Psu:

• Node k is associated with urban construction costs if the number of other
potential facility locations within a radius of 100 length units (denoted Pu in
Figure 5) is at least N = 4. (The threshold is chosen in order to balance the
number of nodes in each category within the test instance.)

• Those locations k ∈ K that have at least N = 4 within a radius of 150 length
units (denoted Psu in Figure 5) and have not yet been assigned to the urban
category, are sub-urban locations.

• Nodes that are not in close proximity to other nodes are defines as rural nodes.
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For OD nodes, meaning there is at least one flow starting or ending at this node,
the flow volume is taken into consideration too:

• If there are more than 10% of the TFV starting or/and ending at node k, it
is classified as an urban node, independently on the outcome of the procedure
described above.

• Similarly if the sum of all flows starting or/and ending at node k is greater or
equal than 5% and smaller than 10% of the TFV, the node is associated at
least with sub-urban construction costs.

Table 4: Characteristics of cost parameter definition.

Test instance s40w20 s60w30 s80w40 s100w50

N 4 4 4 5
πu 100 100 100 100
πsu 150 150 150 150

urban (#) 13 9 24 18
sub-urban (#) 11 27 28 38

rural (#) 16 24 28 48

Figure 6 and Figures 14–16 in Appendix A illustrates a visualisation of the ran-
domly generated test instances after partitioning the potential facility locations into
cost categories. In the visualisation black rectangles represent urban potential fa-
cility locations, red points denote locations in sub-urban areas and rural potential
locations are marked with blue circles.

In order to avoid results of only limited informative value, we tested different cost
structure scenarios by changing the proportions of the construction costs in urban,
sub-urban and rural areas. Due to the fact, that construction costs can vary sig-
nificantly from country to county or even from region to region, one of these scen-
arios might represent the “real-world case” in a specific area. Moreover, this set of
scenarios can be interpreted as possible set of options for subsidy systems a gov-
ernment can choose from. The public sector can grant subsidies in order to change
a given cost structure and therefore enhance investments in the development of an
adequate infrastructure. Depending on their extent, subsidies support the deploy-
ment of charging stations in certain areas. In the test cases, location-dependent
costs are chosen within an interval of [1, 7], based on the idea to depict special
cases, like installing a charging station in a sub-urban region is more than twice
as expensive as in a rural area. While the costs of construction in urban areas are
more than twice as expensive as those in a sub-urban area. Tests are applied for
15 combinations of construction cost scenarios which are depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Test instance s60w30: LC FRLP – cost categories.

2. Definition of the budget:
The model takes a limited budget into account. In the testing scenarios for the
LC FRLP the available budget B for installing a charging station infrastructure
depends, on the one hand on the instance due to the partitioning of potential
facility locations into prices classes and, on the other one on the scenario itself due
to cost differences concerning the cost categories. Based on preliminary tests, the
budget is chosen in order to be sufficient to open 25% of all potential facilities. The
following equation represents the calculation of budget, where cu, csu, cr describe
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Scenario
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Costs
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Figure 7: Different charging cost scenarios for charging stations. stays for urban, for
suburban, and for rural areas.

the construction costs in urban, sub-urban and rural areas, respectively:

B = (#urban nodes · cu +#sub-urban nodes · csu +#rural nodes · cr) · 0.25

The restricted budget for investments in the deployment of a charging station in-
frastructure is depicted in Table 5 for each scenario and test instance.

Table 5: Budget for all scenarios and test instances.

Inst.
Scen.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

s40w20 32.25 35 37.75 40.5 43.25 39 41.75 44.5 47.25
s60w30 35.25 42 48.75 55.5 62.25 48 54.75 61.5 68.25
s80w40 63 70 77 84 91 77 84 91 98
s100w50 62.5 72 81.5 91 100.5 84 93.5 103 112.5

Inst.
Scen.

10 11 12 13 14 15

s40w20 45.75 48.5 51.25 52.5 55.25 59.25
s60w30 60.75 67.5 74.25 73.5 80.25 86.25
s80w40 91 98 105 105 112 119
s100w50 105.5 115 124.5 127 136.5 148.5
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3. Testing for different cost scenarios:
Of course, every two scenarios can be compared. Nevertheless, better insights can
be obtained by considering some particular scenario sequences:

• First, all pairs differing in costs of charging stations (CS) in only one category
can give insights into the behaviour of the LC FRLP. Thus we define the
following two categories (S.1 and S.2), each of them containing four sequences.

S.1: 1-2-3-4-5, 6-7-8-9, 10-11-12, and 13-14: in these sequences, denoted S.1.1,
S.1.2, S.1.3 and S.1.4, respectively, the costs of urban and rural CSs are
constant while the costs of sub-urban CSs gradually increase by 1.

S.2: 5-9-12-14-15, 4-8-11-13, 3-7-10, and 2-6: here, the costs of urban and sub-
urban CSs do not change, but the costs of rural CSs gradually increase.
These sequences are denoted by S.2.1, S.2.2, S.2.3, and S.2.4, respectively.

• Sometimes, it might be informative to compare situations which are “similar”
with respect to the general cost structure, but differ in more than one cost
category.

S.3: 1-6-10-13-15: all these scenarios have one thing common: the costs of CSs
in sub-urban and rural locations are similar while the costs of those in
urban areas are much higher. Note that this property gets less significant
when moving from scenario 1 towards scenario 15.

Apart from the sequences described above, some particular scenarios are of special
interest:

• Scenario 1 depicts the extreme situation where the sub-urban and rural CS
costs are very small compared to those of the urban ones.

• In scenario 5 the costs of CSs in urban and sub-urban areas are relatively
similar, but the costs in rural locations are much smaller.

• Scenario 15 corresponds more or less to the case where all CSs have relatively
similar costs.

Finally, scenarios, which lead to the same total number of opened charging stations,
can be of special interest.

The visualizations shown in this section are to be interpreted as follows: surrounded
nodes indicate opened charging stations and dark marked paths indicate covered flows,
where the dashed lines represent the proportional coverage. Flows that cannot be covered
are depicted as dashed lines in light color.

Analysing baseline case s60w30. Before dealing with the particular cost scenarios,
one important property should be outlined. Consider e. g. the scenario sequence S.1.1:
since budget depends on the costs of all CSs which can be placed, the total budget grows
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by moving from scenario 1 towards scenario 5. Nevertheless, this does not mean that an
optimal solution for one scenario is automatically feasible for the next one.
In particular, budget is calculated by weighting each node with costs and taking 25%.
Therefore, the change in budget, by moving from one scenario to the next one in the
S.1 scenario sequence, is calculated by taking the amount of sub-urban nodes (# = 11)
multiplied with the cost difference (# = 1) and taking 25% of it. Similarly, it works
for the S.2 scenario sequences. Thus, if construction costs of a category increase by one
unit, there have to be at least 4 possible location nodes of the increasing cost category
within the network, otherwise there will not be enough budget to install the very same
charging stations in the scenario where costs increased. In the following, we will speak
of a threshold if targeting this issue. Consequently, it can happen that the CFV of an
optimal solution decreases while moving in the S.1 and S.2 scenario sequences towards
their end.
Of course, this issue becomes less significant if much more possible facility locations than
installed CSs exist and it could be overcome by allowing more locations (e. g. not only in
the junction points). In such a case, a different categorization (based on areas) would be
necessary. Nevertheless, budget, which is set to 25% of total costs, makes it possible to
identify the main trends.

Discussion of the results for baseline case s60w30. The resulting flow coverage
and the proportion of opened urban/suburban/rural stations for the test instance s60w30
are described in Table 6 and depicted in Figure 8.

S.1 scenario sequences. As sub-urban construction costs increase under the assump-
tion that urban and rural costs remain the same, the proportion of sub-urban CSs is
decreasing while the proportion of both, urban and rural CSs is increasing. Reason for
it is the enlarged budget (which—as explained above—increases by 25% of the number
of sub-urban locations in every move towards the sequence end).
As sub-urban costs increase, urban locations become relative less expensive. Therefore,
the leftover budget, resulting from a bigger budget or from the failure of building a more
expensive sub-urban CS, can be used to build urban and/or rural CSs.
Moreover, it might become optimal to give up a sub-urban location that was built in a
previous scenario and use the leftover budget to build one or more urban or rural stations,
which are relatively cheaper due to the increasing budget.
Finally, note that sometimes it can be optimal to build rural stations even if they are
relatively expensive and that the relation “urban better than sub-urban better than rural”
is not always true. Compared to the other test instances, s60w30 is characterized by
longer average travel distances between origins and destinations. Thus, rural locations
are sometimes of particular interest because they are essential to cover long distance
flows.
Let us now illustrate that an optimal solution in one scenario is not necessarily feasible in
the next one when moving towards the end of a S.1 or S.2 scenario sequence. Changing
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Table 6: Results of LC FRLP for all scenarios of s60w30.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5

CFV 518 977 466 190 432 579 436 391 443 510∑
k∈K xk 16 14 12 11 13

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.0625 1 0.0714 1 0.1667 2 0.3636 4 0.3077 4
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.8125 13 0.7857 11 0.6667 8 0.4545 5 0.3846 5

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.125 2 0.1429 2 0.1667 2 0.1818 2 0.3077 4

Scenario 6 7 8 9 10

CFV 499 044 455 130 450 888 462 837 495 546∑
k∈K xk 15 13 12 12 13

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.0667 1 0.1538 2 0.25 3 0.3333 4 0.2308 3
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.8 12 0.6923 9 0.5833 7 0.5 6 0.6923 9

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1333 2 0.1538 2 0.1667 2 0.1667 2 0.0769 1

Scenario 11 12 13 14 15

CFV 479 880 472 890 513 453 502 720 523 208∑
k∈K xk 13 12 13 13 14

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.2308 3 0.3333 4 0.3077 4 0.3077 4 0.2857 4
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.6154 8 0.5833 7 0.6923 9 0.6154 8 0.5714 8

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1538 2 0.0833 1 0 0 0.0769 1 0.1429 2

from scenario 1 to scenario 2 increases budget due to an increase in sub-urban costs,
but the number of open CSs decreases and so does the coverage level. In particular, the
budget increases by 25% of the total number of sub-urban locations (27 · 1 · 0.25 = 6.75).
In scenario 1, CFV is maximized by opening one urban CS, 13 sub-urban and 2 rural ones.
The budget required to install the sub-urban CSs is 26 units. In scenario 2, one would
need a budget of 39 units to build 13 sub-urban CSs, but budget is limited to 42 units in
this scenario. Therefore, it is necessary to renounce the construction of sub-urban CSs
in order to stay within budget limitation. Building 8 sub-urban CSs leaves a remaining
budget of 9 units which can be used to install one urban and two rural CSs.

S.2 scenario sequences. In these scenario sequences cost differences between sub-
urban and urban locations are constant, rural costs, however, are significantly lower but
increasing when gradually changing towards the sequence end. A trend for a decreasing
proportion of rural CS can be observed when looking at absolute and proportional num-
bers. This behaviour emerges from the fact that building CSs in rural locations becomes
more expensive and at rural locations, which are often situated on the shortest path of
long distance flows, less frequented flows are usually passing by.
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Figure 8: Total number and proportion of urban/suburban/rural statins opened in dif-
ferent scenarios for the test instance s60w30. The left bar stays for urban, the middle
bar for suburban, and the right bar for rural areas.

There is another general phenomenon that is specific to these scenario sequences: CFV is
increasing continuously when moving towards the sequence end. A continuous increase is
possible due to the fact that rural costs are the only changing component and therefore
the urban and sub-urban CSs (which are usually preferred) can be taken over from one
scenario into the next one.
Consider scenarios 14 and 15, depicted in Figures 10 and 11, respectively: looking at
Table 6, it can be seen that the absolute number of urban and sub-urban CSs remains
the same, while one additional rural CS is built in scenario 15. However, by inspecting
Figures 10 and 11 it can be see that the position of one sub-urban CS changed if moving
from scenario 14 to scenario 15. I. e. sometimes it might become optimal to change
the positioning of CSs in order to increase CFV by covering different flows than in the
previous scenario.

Scenario sequence S.3. The general trend is an increasing proportion of urban loc-
ations and decreasing proportions of sub-urban and rural locations. The reason for this
stems from the decreasing cost differences between sub-urban and urban locations, result-
ing in a trade-off between rural/sub-urban locations and urban locations, as it becomes
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Figure 9: Test instance s60w30: LC FRLP – scenario 13.

relatively cheaper to build a CS in an urban location. Due to the fact that more frequen-
ted flows are passing by urban locations, CFV will usually increase by installing a CS in
an urban area.
There are only small changes between scenarios 1 and 6 and scenarios 10 and 13. The
comparison of scenarios 6 and 10, however, shows a far more strongly change in the
structure of optimal CS placement. Contrary to scenario 6, in scenario 10 building two
sub-urban CSs no longer incurs lower costs than building one urban CS (4 · 2 = 8 > 7).
Usually urban locations are stronger frequented than sub-urban ones and therefore CFV
can be sometimes increased when changing CS placement and using current budget in
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Figure 10: Test instance s60w30: LC FRLP – scenario 14.

order to install more CSs in urban locations by giving up sub-urban and rural ones. But
still in scenario 10 leftover budget that cannot be used to build urban or sub-urban CSs is
used to build rural CSs. This trade-off becomes apparent in Table 6 when looking at the
absolute numbers of CSs in each category in scenario 6 and 10: there are 1 urban, 12 sub-
urban and 2 rural CSs in scenario 6 (total costs: 7 + 36 + 4 = 47 ≤ B : 48) and 3 urban,
9 sub-urban and 1 rural CSs in scenario 10 (total costs: 21 + 36 + 3 = 60 ≤ B : 60.75).
Comparing scenario 13 and 15 (see Figures 9 and 11), one would assume the same general
trend: increasing proportion of urban CS and decreasing proportion in sub-urban and
rural CSs. However this is not the case. In total, there are 13 CSs built in scenario 13
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Figure 11: Test instance s60w30: LC FRLP – scenario 15.

and 14 CSs in scenario 15. In scenario 13, budget is used to build 9 CSs in sub-urban
regions and 4 CSs in urban locations. It is easy to check that it would be possible to
install the very same infrastructure in scenario 15 as it was in scenario 13. But doing so
results in a leftover budget of 4 units, which is not enough to build an additional rural
CS. This obviously results in the same coverage level. But by exchanging a sub-urban
CS and use the corresponding budget of 6 units to build two rural CSs, the CFV could
be increased.
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Scenarios leading to the same total number of opened stations. The scenario
pairs 5-14, 7-10, 8-9, 9-12, 10-11, 11-13, and 13-14 result in the same total number of
opened stations in this test instance. Apart from the pair 5-14, these scenarios differ in
the costs of CSs in only one category and in the usual case, the increasing budget is used
to move a CS into a better location, i. e. for moving one CS from a rural location to a
sub-urban one or from a sub-urban location to an urban one.
Consider scenarios 8 and 9 more closely: the total number of opened CSs remains the
same (# = 12). The difference between these two scenarios is that sub-urban location
costs increase by one unit and the urban locations become relatively cheaper. The optimal
infrastructure in scenario 8 causes total costs of 60, where a budget of 61 is available.
Installing the very same infrastructure under scenario 9 causes total costs of 67 and
therefore covers the very same amount of EVs. In scenario 9 there is an available budget
of 68 units. Giving up a sub-urban location and building an urban CS instead is within
the budget constraint of scenario 9 and increases CFV.
Sometimes it can also happen that increasing costs of CSs in sub-urban locations does not
allow using the old solution as it is the case in the scenario pair 10-11: the same number
of CSs is installed (# = 13). The difference between these two scenarios is that sub-urban
location costs increase by one unit. The optimal infrastructure in scenario 10 requires
full budget (60 units), as sub-urban costs increase by one unit, it is no longer possible to
install the very same infrastructure under scenario 11. Thus, the CFV decreases. The
budget is sufficient to install the same amount of urban CSs and one sub-urban CS less
than in scenario 10. The resulting leftover budget can be used to build two rural CSs in
order to maximize CFV.

Scenario 15. This scenario is characterized by similar cost differences between rural,
sub-urban and urban locations. Moreover, the margin between rural and urban construc-
tion costs is small. This results in a CS placement that is close to a placement where no
cost differences exist. Let us now compare this scenario with the extreme case, denoted
scenario 16 in this paragraph, where every CS costs 7 units. The budget in scenario 16
increases strongly (by 19 units), as rural costs and sub-urban costs increase by 2 and 1
units, respectively. Building the very same infrastructure of CSs of scenario 15 in scenario
16 causes total costs of 98 units. The leftover budget of 7 units can be used to build
an additional CS. But due to the fact, that there are equal costs for all locations, CFV
can rise more strongly by changing the structure of CSs placement and situate 15 CSs in
locations that maximize CFV. Results for scenario 16 are depicted in Table 7.
Finally note that scenario 15 (followed by scenario 1) return the highest CFV.

The analysis of the results of the LC FRLP provides main insight that the cost structure
of urban, sub-urban and rural costs has a strong influence to the optimal charging station
infrastructure. As a result, policymakers are able to enhance investments in deployment
of an adequate CS infrastructure by developing and designing efficient subsidy systems.
Governments have the possibility to use subsidies to influence the current cost structure
of urban, sub-urban and rural location and subsequently change the structure of CS
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Table 7: Results of LC FRLP for scenarios 15 and 16 of s60w30.

Scenario 15 16

CFV 523208 559716∑
k∈K xk 14 15

urban (%⁄100 | #) 0.2857 4 0.2667 4
sub-urban (%⁄100 | #) 0.5714 8 0.6667 10

rural (%⁄100 | #) 0.1429 2 0.0667 1

locations.

3.2.3 Numerical analysis: determination of the station size (C FRLP)

This section focuses on the analysis of the C FRLP, while repeating the testing process
for different exogenously given numbers of charging poles to locate. This provides an
opportunity to observe how charging poles were located in different situations. The
results are then analysed in terms of CFV and number of charging station locations.

Basic test set-up:

1. Define capacity per charging pole:
First, the energy consumption at each possible facility location to cover the TFV
is calculated. Some potential facility locations are not located on the shortest
path of any flow, energy demand at these locations is therefore zero. In order
to define a capacity limit for CSs, we calculate the median energy demand per
charging location, excluding those CSs that have a zero energy demand. Based on
observations, no more than four charging poles are usually installed at a location
(M = 4). To define the capacity of a charging pole, the median capacity per
charging station is divided by the maximum number of charging poles per location
which is set to 4. The resulting instance-specific capacity is shown in Table 8. (A
scaling parameter of 0.001 is used.)

Table 8: Capacity per charging pole.

Test instance Cap

s40w20 2 801.01
s60w30 3 362.01
s80w40 1 678.57
s100w50 1 282.72
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2. Pre-testing:
In order to get information about a reasonable test range for the number of char-
ging poles to locate we do some pre-testing. First, to obtain information about
the maximum possible CFV, given the capacity limitation of charging poles, the
C FRLP is solved, requiring that a maximum sized charging station (M = 4) is
built at every possible location. Therefore, the number of charging poles to locate is
4 times the number of potential facility locations. Since the same CFV can be guar-
anteed with a lower number of charging poles, the model extension C+MC FRLP
is applied for further pre-testing. In this extension, described in Section 2.3.2, the
number of charging poles to locate is no longer exogenously given, but the objective
is to minimize the number of charging poles needed to cover a certain proportion
of EVs. The objective value from the first pre-test, representing the maximum
possible CFV, given the capacity limitation, is taken as an input for the second
pre-test and defines the minimum required coverage level. The objective value of
the second pre-test represents the maximum reasonable number of charging poles
given the capacity limits of charging poles. Locating more charging poles, would
not increase the number of EVs, able to complete their round-trips successfully.

Example 3. Assessing the results of the first pre-test (see Table 9), where the
maximum number of charging poles (60 · 4 = 240) is located, we can be said that
with the previously defined capacity of 3 362.01 per charging pole it is not possible
to cover more than 827 525 (82.75%) EVs of TFV. Using this proportion of TFV
as an input for the C+MC FRLP, the observations by the means of the second pre-
test can be summarized, by saying that locating more than 144 charging poles would
not be an economically viable decision given the limited capacity of charging poles,
as the number of EVs, that can complete their round-trips successfully, cannot be
increased by installing further charging poles.

Table 9: Pre-test (C+MC FRLP) of instance s60w30.

C 0.827525∑
k∈K nk 144∑
f∈f xk 48

PCF 188
solve time 1 598.64

PCF: number of partially covered flows (zf > 0).

3. Testing for different S values:
In the C FRLP the exogenously given number of charging poles located within the
network can be interpreted as kind of a budget constraint. We repeat the testing
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process for different numbers of charging poles, representing 25%, 50%, 75% and
100% of the maximum economically viable number of charging poles (EVCP).

Solve time increases rapidly when the number of charging poles to locate decreases, but
it seems to be concavely curved.
Testing the C FRLP for S = 108 with Gurobi solver and using an option that depicts the
progress of the branch and bound by turning on the Gurobi MIP logfile, shows that the
incumbent value did not change in the last 3 600 seconds. Therefore, the solving process
got interrupted after 4 600 seconds of elapsed time and a time limit of 1 800 seconds for
the following testing process with S = 72 and S = 36 is set. In the case of allocating
72 charging poles, the incumbent value did not change within the last 200 seconds when
approaching the end ot the time limit. Locating 36 charging poles, the incumbent value
remains the same for the last 1 300 seconds.

In this sections’ visualizations, open charging stations are marked with a surrounding
circle, where the size of the circle represents the number of installed charging poles per
location (1, 2, 3 or 4). Covered paths are indicated with dark dashed lines representing
the proportional coverage. Flows that cannot be covered given the charging station
infrastructure are dotted in light color.

Analysing the baseline case s60w30. In the following, the main goal is to obtain
insight into the results of the C FRLP for the baseline case s60w30, where capacity is
chosen to be 3 362.01 (see Table 8). Computational results are shown in Table 10 and
described in the following.

Table 10: Results of C FRLP for instance s60w30.

S 144 (100%) 108∗ (75%) 72∗ (50%) 36∗ (25%)

CFV 827 524.96 789 526.33 5 672 741.07 6 394 588.66 7

∑
k∈K xk 48 45 32 21
n 3.00 2.40 2.25 1.70∑

f∈f yf 416 241 118 38

PCF 188 109 48 23
solve time 850.07 5 255.77 1 803.48 1 803.40

n: average station size.
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

While in the uncapacitated FRLP the entire TFV within a network can always be covered
if enough charging stations are built, this is no longer possible in the capacitated FRLP.

5Best bound 794 839.20, gap 0.6729%.
6Best bound 761 047.02, gap 13.1263%.
7Best bound 506 922.03, gap 28.4685%.
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Pre-tests indicates that given the capacity limitation of charging poles, it is not possible
to cover more than 827 524.96 of 106 (82.75%) EVs, denoting the TFV of this test instance
(see Table 9). Therefore, it is necessary to locate 144 charging poles (see Figure 12), where
on average 3 charging poles are installed per station. Given the locations of charging
stations, 416 of 435 flows could be covered, however given the limited capacity at charging
poles proportions of 188 flows can actually refuel and therefore complete their round-trips.
Locating 108 (75% of EVCP) charging poles still covers 95.41% of the maximum number
of EVs that can be covered given the capacity limit of a charging pole. These charging
poles are located in 45 possible facility locations. Compared to the previously described
case, there are on average 2.4 charging poles per station.
In case of locating 72 charging poles, it is still possible to cover 81.30% of the maximum
number of EVs that can be covered given the capacity limit of a charging pole. This
represents an allocation of 50% of EVCP.
Locating 36 charging poles (see Figure 13), which represents 25% of EVCP, still covers
47.68% of the maximum number of EVs that can be covered given the capacity limit of
a charging pole. On average there are 1.7 charging poles per station. With the actual
charging station placement it would be possible to cover 38 flows, but due to the capacity
limitation at charging poles, it is just possible to partially cover 23 flows.

In the following, the utilisation at charging poles is analysed in different scenarios. By pre-
testing, the maximum number of EVs which can complete their round-trips successfully,
given the capacity limit of charging poles, was evaluated. In the first pre-test, when
allocating the maximum possible number of charging poles (S=196), four charging poles
are located in 49 potential facility location and this allocation results in average utilisation
of 64.49% per charging station. The second pre-test indicates that the same coverage level
can be reached in a case that 144 charging poles are allocated. Following the average
utilisation can be increased to 84.24% and therefore leads to a minimization of idle time
per location.
In summary, it can be ascertained that the number of charging poles is chosen to min-
imize idle time per location. They are located in order to have high capacity utilisation.
Meaning, there are fewer charging poles at less frequented charging locations and the
maximum number of charging poles per location is installed at highly frequented loca-
tions to maximize capacity utilisation. By increasing the number of charging poles, when
the highly frequented charging locations are already equipped with the maximum number
of charging poles possible, additional flows with lower flow volumes are covered as well.
To cover these less frequented flows, the volume of flows passing by a charging station
location can be smaller than the capacity of a single charging pole. Hence, not the en-
tire capacity of this charging pole is utilized. As a consequence, increasing the number
of charging poles to locate, leads to a reduction of the average capacity utilisation per
charging station. In the case where 36 charging poles are allocated, the average charging
station utilisation is 98.40%. Comparing it with the scenario of installing 144 charging
poles within the network, the average utilisation per charging facility is 84.24%.
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Figure 12: Test instance s60w30: C FRLP – S = 144 (100%).

The assumption, that energy consumption is linearly proportional to the travel distance,
is a simplification, which depicts the duration of the stopover of EVs. Following, EVs
travelling short distances between two consecutively passed charging stations have a lower
energy demand than those that travel long distances. This results in a reduced energy
demand of EVs, which have refuelled at immediately preceding charging stations. Thus,
it is possible to reduce energy consumption at a charging station, by locating another
one in close proximity. In general, an increasing number of charging poles to locate leads
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Figure 13: Test instance s60w30: C FRLP – S = 36 (25%).

to an increasing average number of charging poles per location. As a result, increasing
proportions of flows can refuel at these locations and therefore complete their round-trips
without running out of fuel.
If the number of charging poles rises, CFV accordingly increases to a smaller degree.
This can be explained when looking at the proportions of the covered flows. When 36
charging poles are allocated (see Figure 13), it is possible to fully cover 10 out of 23 flows
and 6 other flows are covered by less than 50% (zf < 0.5), which results in a CFV of
394 588.66 (39.46%) EVs. In case, 144 charging stations are installed (see Figure 12), on
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average 3 charging poles are built per location. In the following 176 out of 188 flows are
fully covered(zf = 1), while for a single flow the proportional flow volume covered is less
than 50% (zf < 0.5). This charging pole placement results in total coverage of 827 524.96
(82.75%) EVs of TFV. Furthermore, it is important to note, that the number of not fully
utilized charging stations increases with an increasing number of charging poles to locate.
Appendix B.3 depicts the capacity limitation per charging pole as well as the results of
the C FRLP for all other test instances in Tables 15–22.

4 Conclusions and future research

Increasing pressure on reduction of environmental pollution and dependency on petro-
leum, leads to an increasing acceptance of electric vehicles (EV) towards traditionally
fossil-fuel powered automobiles. Consequently, rapid growth in the number of EVs re-
quires an urgent need to develop an adequate charging station infrastructure to stimulate
and facilitate their usage. Restricted budget for investments in the development of a
charging station infrastructure requires to choose locations deliberately.
In this paper, three extensions considering different objectives and various constraints to
the deterministic flow refuelling location problem (DFRLP), described by de Vries and
Duijzer [3], are introduced and implemented. Furthermore, these extensions are analysed
using randomly generated problem instances from the literature.

The first model extension, discussed in Section 2.1, addresses the flow volume covered
(CFV) as a hard constraint. In contrast, most research focusing on optimal charging
station placement for EVs, consider the CFV in the objective function. The numerical
analysis clearly showed that—at least in the early stages of infrastructure development—
it might be insufficient to force an infrastructure that is capable of covering all EVs
travelling within a network. The minimum number of charging stations needed depends,
among other things, on the length of the road segments and the average travel distance
between origin and destination.

The second model extension, introduced in Section 2.2, deals with location-dependent
costs and returns useful information on the effects of cost differences concerning the
construction costs for charging stations. This research shows that when considering
location-dependent costs, results heavily depend on their relation. Tests are carried out
for different cost scenarios and policy implications are discussed.

Whereas at the early stage of e-mobility the number of EVs was quite small, the assump-
tion of unlimited capacity at charging stations did not pose any problems. Due to the
significantly rising number of EVs, it becomes necessary to think about capacity limits
and therefore the size of charging stations. The enhance model, described in Section 2.3,
considers both, the location and size of charging stations. In comparison to existing mod-
els, capacity is defined as the quantity of energy available at a charging pole. Available
energy at charging stations is not really a limiting condition, but can be taken as implicit
measure for the duration of loading.
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Further Research In the model extension C FRLP, dealing with limited capacity
per charging pole, we allow only one sequence of opened charging stations per route.
It is not possible to split the flow volume of a certain flow f such that different flow
proportions use different sequences of opened charging stations. I.e. it is not possible
to skip some stations by some EVs and to use the remaining ones to refuel a larger
proportion of EVs travelling along the same path, but recharging at different (not fully
utilised) charging stations. According to this model formulation and the definition of
the variable iklf , indicating a cycle segment, substantial changes are necessary to allow
different combinations of charging stations within a flow f . This could be the objective
of further research.

Whereas in the previous model formulation C FRLP, described in Section 2.3, it is
irrelevant whether charging poles are placed separately at different locations or in groups.
However, based on economic considerations it would be reasonable to assume decreasing
costs per charging pole with increasing scale of charging stations. That is justified by
sharing fixed costs among several charging poles.[13, p. 145] A topic for further research
is to consider non-linearly increasing fixed costs of deploying an infrastructure with an
increasing number of charging poles installed per location, as a connection to the power
grid is available, regardless whether one or more poles are installed. Thus, installing
more than one charging pole at a location leads to an increasing capacity per monetary
unit. This cost structure could be represented with a piecewise linear function which is
concave, as the successive slopes are non-increasing.

Finally, it could be also modelled that there exist different types of charging poles: faster
ones, which are more expansive, and slower ones, which are cheaper.
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Appendix

A Visualization of test instances

Figures 14–16 visualize the test instances s40w20, s80w40 and s100w50 considering the
classification of potential facility locations to cost categories. Black rectangles represent
urban potential facility locations, red points denote locations in sub-urban areas and
rural potential locations are marked with blue circles.
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Figure 14: Test instance s40w20.
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Figure 15: Test instance s80w40.

B Computational results of remaining test instances

The following section depicts the results of the test instance s40w20, s80w40 and s100w50
(if not already described), followed by a numerical analyse of the performance of the model
extensions described in previous sections.
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Figure 16: Test instance s100w50.

B.1 Minimum flow volume coverage (MC FRLP)

Figures 17 and 18 depicts the relation between the number of charging stations required
and the minimum flow coverage for test instance s80w40 and s100w50.

B.2 Location-dependent costs per charging station (LC FRLP)

Analysing s40w20. Taking a closer look at the results (see Table 11 and Figure 19)
and the visualization of instance s40w20 shown in Figure 14, it becomes obvious that
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Figure 17: Number of opened facilities de-
pendent on minimum flow coverage for test
instance: s80w40.
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Figure 18: Number of opened facilities de-
pendent on minimum flow coverage for test
instance: s100w50.

charging stations are located primarily in urban nodes. Per definition urban nodes are
characterized by strongly frequented flows starting and ending their round-trip at these
nodes and/or the proximity to other nodes. Moreover, in the test instances taken from de
Vries and Duijzer [3] the flow volume is equal to zero for flows with total travel distance
between OD-nodes less than 100 (see Section 3.1). Checking the percentage of flows
that are passing by urban nodes only and summing up their flow volumes, these flows
represent 73.456% of 106 EVs, denoting the TFV in instance s40w20. This is different
compared to the other testing instances and therefore explains the large proportion of
urban CSs in Figure 19.

S.1 scenario sequences. Exploring the results of scenarios 1 to 5 (i.e. the scenario
sequence S.1.1) in more detail, it is worth mentioning that budget increases by 25%
of the number of sub-urban locations in every move towards the sequence end, as sub-
urban locations became more expensive under the assumption that urban and rural costs
remain the same. In these 5 scenarios, the CFV is continually increasing, due to the fact
that the additional budget is used to build further charging stations in urban and/or
rural locations. Looking at the proportions, it seems at first glance, that in scenarios 3
to 5, the number of urban charging stations is decreasing, but considering the absolute
numbers, it becomes apparent that the number of urban stations remains stable, while
the number of rural stations increases. In scenario 3 it is not possible to build a sub-
urban CS additionally to the five urban locations, because the leftover budget is 2 units
and 3 units would be required to build a sub-urban CS. In scenario 4, there is enough
budget available to build a sub-urban CS, but CFV increases most when building three
rural CSs, requiring less budget. This is the same coverage-increasing reason which holds
in scenario 5: the additional budget is used to build rural CSs. Installing rural CSs to
cover long distance flows, connects two clusters characterized by high flow volumes (see
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Table 11: Results of LC FRLP for all scenarios of s40w20.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5

CFV 656 799 708 043 722 931 730 592 759 839∑
k∈K xk 8 6 5 7 8

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.6667 4 1 5 0.7143 5 0.625 5 0.4167 5
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.3333 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0 0 0 0 0.2857 2 0.375 3 0.5833 7

Scenario 6 7 8 9 10

CFV 723 842 730 592 752 703 767 591 752 703∑
k∈K xk 12 6 8 6 8

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.8333 5 0.625 5 1 6 0.75 6 1 6
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1667 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0 0 0.375 3 0 0 0.25 2 0 0

Scenario 11 12 13 14 15

CFV 768 502 788 471 793 966 804 270 804 270∑
k∈K xk 8 7 7 8 8

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.8571 6 1 7 0.75 6 0.875 7 0.875 7
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1429 1 0 0 0.25 2 0.125 1 0.125 1

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 20).
Looking closely at scenario sequence S.1.2, the overall trend is the same as in sequence
S.1.1. On the one hand, cost difference between sub-urban and rural locations is in-
creasing, on the other hand, differences between sub-urban and urban location costs are
decreasing. In these scenarios under review, when budget increases, the CFV is increasing
when charging stations are built in both, urban and rural areas.
At first glance it seems like the trend is not visible in scenario sequence S.1.3, because in
scenario 10 there are urban nodes only and in scenario 11 it is optimal to install the same
number of urban charging stations plus an additional CS in a sub-urban area, although
prices are increasing for sub-urban locations. This can be explained by comparing scenario
10 and 11 explicitly: in scenario 10 budget is limited to 45 units, this is sufficient for
installing 6 urban CSs and there is still enough leftover budget to build a rural CS.
However, it is not possible to cover additional flows by building a single additional rural
CS in this particular case. In scenario 11, budget is increasing and limited to 48 units,
which is enough to install 6 urban CSs and 2 rural or 1 sub-urban CS. Both of these
possibilities increase the CFV, but based on the node category definition, a sub-urban
location is able to cover more EVs.
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Figure 19: Total number and proportion of urban/suburban/rural statins opened in
different scenarios for the test instance s40w20. The left bar stays for urban, the
middle bar for suburban, and the right bar for rural areas.

S.2 scenario sequences. Following a more detailed analysis of scenario 5, 9, 12, and 14:
these scenarios have in common that urban and sub-urban location costs remain stable,
while it becomes more expensive to build rural CSs in every move forwards the sequence
end. When rural CSs become more expensive, the growing budget is used to build CSs
at urban or sub-urban instead of rural locations, as they become relatively cheaper.
Figure 19 depicts this trade-off: the proportion of urban locations is increasing, while the
proportion of rural stations is decreasing steadily. Looking only at the proportional values
of scenario 12 and 14, it seems to be counter-intuitive, as one would expect an increasing
proportion of urban CSs. However, the change in composition of CSs from scenario 12
to 14 can be explained through the limitation of the budget: the number of urban CSs
remains stable and with an increasing budget (16 ·1 ·0.25 = 4) under scenario 14, there is
enough leftover budget to install an additional sub-urban CS (7·7+1·6 = 55 ≤ B : 55.25).
Scenario 12 shows a remaining budget of 2 units, which cannot be used in order to build
an additional CS. The budget increase of 4 units, when changing to scenario 14, can be
used to build one rural (cr = 4) or one sub-urban (csu = 6) CS and therefore increase
the CFV.
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Figure 20: Test instance s40w20: LC FRLP – scenario 5.

Scenario sequence S.3. In the following, a more in-depth look is taken on the resulting
output of scenarios 1, 6, 10, and 13: looking only at the proportions shown in Figure 19,
one could falsely assume that scenario 10 and 13 are different to the other ones, but the
absolute numbers indicate that the amount of urban stations remains the same. Due to
an increasing number of sub-urban CSs, the proportion of urban CSs is decreasing. This
is the same effect as described above, in the comparison of scenario 10 and 11. Changing
from scenario 10 to 13 leads to an increase in budget (27 · 1 · 0.25 = 6.75). After building
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the very same 6 urban CSs as in scenario 10, the remaining budget (10 units) is sufficient
to build an additional urban CS or two further sub-urban CSs. Looking at scenario 12’s
CFV, obtained by building 7 urban CSs, it becomes clear that more EV drivers could be
covered by installing two additional CSs in sub-urban location rather than one further
CS in an urban location.

Finally, note that this instance has a specific structure. It is characterized by clusters,
where a bundle of heavily frequented flows are passing by. This can be seen in Figure 14.
In scenario 1, building 3 urban CSs (at nodes 23, 25, and 26) within the cluster in the
top left hand corner of the network, 493 451 (49.35%) EVs of TFV can be covered.
Installing 5 CSs (at nodes 6, 14, 23, 25, and 26) within the top, left cluster (as in scenarios
8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) already covers 630 618 (63.06%) EVs. The second cluster, on
the right hand side of the graph (at nodes 8, 20, and 22, as in scenario 14 and 15) covers
173 652 (17.37%) EVs.
Scenario 5 (see Figure 20) is the only one that connects both clusters by installing some
rural CSs in order to cover long distance flows, which are travelling from one cluster to
another.

Analysing s80w40. Looking at Table 12 and Figure 21, representing the proportional
and absolute number of opened charging stations of test instance s80w40 in different
scenarios, the existence of the general trend, described in Section 3.2.2, becomes visible.

S.1 scenario sequences. These scenarios are characterized by increasing sub-urban
location costs, whereas urban and rural costs remain stable. Consequently, the number of
CSs built in sub-urban areas decreases, while the number of urban CSs increases. When
sub-urban costs increase, in some scenarios there is not enough budget to install the very
same CSs infrastructure as in the previous scenario. Therefore, a trade-off between several
sub-urban CSs and one urban CS might lead to an increasing CFV when comparing it to
the case that one tries to install as many CSs at the very same locations as in the previous
scenario until the whole budget is consumed. However, the CFV reached with the optimal
charging station placement of the current scenario is less than in the previous scenario.
This effect occurs when changing from scenario 1 to 2. Considering the first five scenarios
(i.e. the scenario sequence S.1.1), CFV is decreasing except from changing from scenario
4 to 5. This can be explained as follows: sub-urban costs increase by one unit and thus,
the budget increases by 25% of the number of sub-urban locations (28 · 1 · 0.25 = 7).
Following, in order to have enough budget to build an additional, more expensive sub-
urban CS, there have to be 4 sub-urban locations (associated with an cost increase of
1 unit) within the network. Therefore, if the number of opened sub-urban CSs in the
previous scenario is below this threshold (4 · # opened rural CSs ≤ 28, see Table 4), it is
possible to install the very same CS infrastructure in the current scenario and therefore
cover the same flows resulting in the very same CFV. Covering additional/different flows
and therefore increase CFV can be reached by using the growing budget to build rural
CSs or substitute some sub-urban CSs (which became more expensive) for urban and
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Table 12: Results of LC FRLP for all scenarios of s80w40.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5

CFV 806 077 759 374 739 058 730 415 736 048∑
k∈K xk 24 18 17 20 23

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1667 4 0.2778 5 0.2941 5 0.3 6 0.3478 8
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.6250 15 0.6111 11 0.5882 10 0.3500 7 0.1739 4

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.2083 5 0.1111 2 0.1176 2 0.3500 7 0.4783 11

Scenario 6 7 8 9 10

CFV 783 703 759 374 747 960 741 226 781 279∑
k∈K xk 20 18 17 17 19

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.25 5 0.2778 5 0.3529 6 0.4118 7 0.2632 5
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.6000 12 0.6111 11 0.5294 9 0.4118 7 0.6841 13

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1500 3 0.1111 2 0.1176 2 0.1765 3 0.0526 1

Scenario 11 12 13 14 15

CFV 768 235 757 415 787 675 777 690 794 699∑
k∈K xk 18 17 19 18 19

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.3333 6 0.3529 6 0.3158 6 0.3333 6 0.3158 6
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.5556 10 0.5882 10 0.5789 11 0.6111 11 0.6316 12

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1111 2 0.0588 1 0.1053 2 0.05556 1 0.0526 1

therefore more frequented ones. In scenario 5, installing the very same CSs as in scenario
4 requires the entire budget (6 ·7+7 ·6+7 ·1 = 91 ≤ B : 91) and therefore covers the very
same EVs, but budget allows the substitution of some sub-urban locations for urban and
rural locations (8 · 7 + 4 · 6 + 11 · 1 = 91 ≤ B : 91), leading to an increase in CFV. This
is also the reason for continuously decreasing CFV when looking at scenarios 6–9, 10–12,
and 13–14, as the threshold of 7 opened sub-urban CSs (4 · 7 ≤ 28) is never undercut.

Scenario sequence S.2.1. Looking more closely the scenarios 5, 9, 12, 14, and 15,
where rural costs is the only different price component: CFV increases continuously, as it
is possible to install the very same infrastructure of the previous scenario in the current
one, because the total number of CSs assigned to the rising cost category (rural locations)
account for 28 locations and therefore a threshold of 7 rural CSs results. If this threshold
is not exceeded (as it is the case in all the scenarios under review), the budget increase
covers the increasing costs for rural CSs.
A general trend for a decreasing proportion of rural CSs, when gradually changing from
from scenario 5 to 14, can be observed in this test instance as well when looking at
absolute and proportional numbers. The trend emerges from the fact that building CSs
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Figure 21: Total number and proportion of urban/suburban/rural statins opened in
different scenarios for the test instance s80w40. The left bar stays for urban, the
middle bar for suburban, and the right bar for rural areas.

in rural locations becomes more expensive.

Scenario sequence S.3. Comparing scenario 1, 6, 10, and 13, all have slight cost dif-
ference between rural and sub-urban locations, but significant, even though decreasing
cost differences between sub-urban and urban areas when moving towards the sequence
end. The general trend of increasing proportion of urban locations and decreasing pro-
portions of sub-urban and rural locations can be identified. Considering the change from
scenario 6 to 10 seems counter-intuitive, but as it is not possible to install the very same
CS infrastructure of scenario 6 in scenario 10, CFV decreases as charging station costs
increases. As urban costs remain stable, the same number of urban CSs can be build.
Resulting from that a leftover budget (B = 91 − 5 · 7 = 56) can be used to build at
most 14 CSs in sub-urban regions. CFV is maximized by installing 13 CSs in sub-urban
regions and one CS in a rural area.

Analysing s100w50. Table 13 summarizes the results when the 15 different cost scen-
arios of the LC FRLP are applied to the test instance s100w50.
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Table 13: Results of LC FRLP for all scenarios of s100w50.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5

CFV 810 776 770 574 742 221 732 913 720 819∑
k∈K xk 27 28 27 25 25

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1111 3 0.0714 2 0.1111 3 0.12 3 0.2 5
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.6296 17 0.5714 16 0.4444 12 0.48 12 0.36 9

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.2593 7 0.3571 10 0.4444 12 0.4 10 0.44 11

Scenario 6 7 8 9 10

CFV 795 154 759 413 741 786 732 507 788 278∑
k∈K xk 26 24 23 24 25

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1154 3 0.125 3 0.1739 4 0.1667 4 0.16 4
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.6538 17 0.625 15 0.5217 12 0.4583 11 0.56 14

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.2308 6 0.25 6 0.3043 7 0.375 9 0.28 7

Scenario 11 12 13 14 15

CFV 766 343 753 510 798 888 778 154 798 888∑
k∈K xk 24 23 25 24 25

urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.1667 4 0.1739 4 0.16 4 0.1667 4 0.16 4
sub-urban (% ⁄100 | #) 0.5417 13 0.5652 13 0.6 15 0.5833 14 0.6 15

rural (% ⁄100 | #) 0.2917 7 0.2609 6 0.24 6 0.25 6 0.24 6

S.1 scenario sequences. In Figure 22 one can clearly see, if sub-urban construction
costs increase, the proportion of sub-urban CSs within the infrastructure network is
decreasing. Increasing sub-urban costs leads to an increase in budget (38 · 1 · 0.25 = 9.5).
Thus, if the number of open sub-urban CSs in the previous scenario exceeds a threshold
of 9 CSs (4 · # opened rural CSs ≤ 38), it is not possible to install the very same CSs
in the current scenario. As a consequence, the number of sub-urban CSs is decreasing
when costs are increasing. In order to maximize CFV it might make sense to substitute
some sub-urban CSs for an urban CS, this occurs when changing from scenario 4 to 5. As
the cost differences between sub-urban and urban locations becomes less significant, the
number of sub-urban CSs that have to be exchanged to build an urban charging station
is decreasing. E.g. in scenario 2 one has to exchange 3 sub-urban CSs in order to have
enough budget available to build a CS in an urban area, while in scenario 5 the failure
to set up a sub-urban CS results in an available budget of 6 units and it costs 7 units to
build an urban CS.
In this test instance the CFV is continually decreasing when considering scenarios 1–5,
6–9, 10–12, and 13–14.
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Figure 22: Total number and proportion of urban/suburban/rural statins opened in
different scenarios for the test instance s100w50. The left bar stays for urban, the
middle bar for suburban, and the right bar for rural areas.

S.2 scenario sequences. The only changing cost parameter is in rural construction
costs. Consequently, it is possible to locate the very same CSs of the previous scenario
in the current scenario, as the total number of locations in the cost increasing category
exceeds 4 times the number of rural CSs that were located in the previous scenarios. If
these number is below the threshold of 12 rural CSs (4 · # opened rural CSs ≤ 48), the
cost increase can be covered from the increase in budget.

Scenario sequence S.3. Comparing the results of scenario 1, 6, 10, and 13, there are
two changing cost categories (rural and sub-urban). There is a slight change in structure
comparing scenario 1 and 6 and scenario 10 and 13: the general trend is that the number
or rural CSs is decreasing when changing from scenario 1 to 6, and scenario 10 to 13. But
there is a stronger structural change when changing from scenario 6 to 10. The reason
therefore is explained in more detail in Section 3.2.2, where the results of the baseline
instance s60w30 are discussed. Moreover, the proportion of urban CSs is increasing when
changing from scenario 1 to 13.

Finally, in Table 14 the solve times for all test instances and scenarios are summarized.
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Table 14: Solve time in seconds for all scenarios and test instances.

Inst.
Scen.

1 2 3 4 5

s40w20 3.18 2.22 2.05 2.87 3.81
s60w30 31.00 53.87 39.27 44.54 45.06
s80w40 182.65 236.59 199.07 204.60 208.65
s100w50 459.34 489.97 587.81 586.97 664.42

6 7 8 9 10

s40w20 3.48 4.43 2.68 4.43 3.72
s60w30 22.21 38.90 46.18 29.60 25.08
s80w40 166.93 154.05 158.18 160.12 167.52
s100w50 497.42 478.30 719.57 589.73 694.66

11 12 13 14 15

s40w20 2.56 1.80 2.08 2.12 7.74
s60w30 30.19 47.90 18.57 21.05 27.87
s80w40 144.13 190.92 343.15 115.59 153.81
s100w50 724.88 565.75 655.57 675.72 614.66

B.3 Determination of the station size (C FRLP)

Analysing s40w20. Hereafter, the results of the C FRLP for test instance s40w20,
where capacity is chosen to be 2 801.01 (see Table 8) are described in detail. Pre-testing,
whose result is outlined in Table 15, states that with the previously defined capacity of
a charging pole it is not possible to cover more than 521 918.726 5 of 106 (52.19%) EVs,
denoting TFV in this test instance. The second pre-test shows, that this number of EVs
can be covered by locating 72 charging poles, representing the EVCP. The placement of
further charging poles does not result in an increase of CFV.

Table 15: Pre-test (C+MC FRLP) of instance s40w20.

C 0.521919∑
k∈K nk 72∑
f∈f xk 26

PCF 64
solve time 53.55

PCF: number of partially covered flows (zf > 0).
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Table 16: Results of C FRLP for instance s40w20.

S 72 (100%) 54 (75%) 36 (50%) 18 (25%)

CFV 521 918.73 500 794.18 414 066.25 221 416.23∑
k∈K xk 26 20 11 6
n 2.77 2.70 3.27 3.00∑

f∈f yf 100 66 34 21

PCF 64 29 16 8
solve time 26.82 59.76 95.14 58.08

n: average station size.

The testing process is repeated for different numbers of charging poles to locate, rep-
resenting 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of EVCP and the results are shown in Table 16.
Locating 25% (S = 18) of the EVCP covers 42.42% of the maximum CFV that can
be guaranteed given the limited capacity of charging stations. In case of locating 75%
(S = 54) of the EVCP, it is still possible to cover 95.95% of the CFV, which would be
possible if allocating the maximum EVCP.
Looking at the average number of charging poles per station, it is not continually increas-
ing with a growing number of charging poles to locate, like in the baseline case s60w30,
which is described in Section 3.2.3. While in case of allocating 25% of EVCP, there are
on average 3 charging poles per station, locating 100% of EVCP results on average in
2.77 charging poles per location. This can be explained by this test instance’s charac-
teristic cluster of strongly frequented origin and destination nodes. Within the cluster,
maximum-sized charging stations are built, in case there are sufficient charging poles
available to locate. If there are not enough charging poles left to install a maximum-sized
station, smaller charging station in close proximity to the large ones are build in order to
reduce energy demand at the strongly frequented stations.
In particular, if there are few charging poles to locate, they are primarily located within
the cluster in order to build maximum-sized charging stations. As the number of char-
ging poles increases, the number of maximum sized charging stations within the cluster
increases. If no more maximum sized charging stations are necessary to cover additional
EVs, charging poles are located along less frequented nodes, where in most cases the
capacity of a single charging pole is sufficient to cover the passing EVs. This explains
why the average number of charging poles per location is decreasing when comparing the
allocation of 50% (average of 3 charging poles) to 75% (average of 2.7 charging poles) of
EVCP. When 36 charging poles are allocated (see Figure 23), there are seven maximum-
sized charging locations, two stations with three charging poles and two other ones with
a single pole. If 54 charging poles are built (see Figure 24), the additional charging
poles are used to guarantee refuelling for long-distance round-trips in more remote areas.
Consequently, the number of charging locations increases considerable, as an increasing
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Figure 23: Test instance s40w20: C FRLP – S = 36 (50%).

number of small charging stations is necessary to cover flows in remote areas.

Analysing s80w40. When the test instance size increases, due to an increasing number
of potential facility locations, Gurobi was no longer able to find the optimal solution
within a reasonable time. Columns marked with an asterisk point out that the problem
was solved with a given time limit. In addition, when the number of charging poles to
locate decreases, the reported gap between the best objective and best bound found by
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Figure 24: Test instance s40w20: C FRLP – S = 54 (75%).

Gurobi increases. Whereby, considering the gap, it is important to mention that the
best objective value found does not change for a long time when approaching the end of
the time limit. However, the best bound found increases steadily. This can be seen in
Appendix C.
The results of the pre-test is shown in Table 17. The first pre-testing phase (solving
C FRLP) is interrupted after four hours, the second pre-test (solving C+MC FRLP)
after one hour, because the Gurobi MIP logfile shows that the incumbent value did not
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change in the last 13 000 and 2 100 seconds, respectively when approaching the end ot the
time limit. The solution for the C FRLP applied to test instance s80w40 is summarized in
Table 18. Increasing the number of charging poles to locate leads to an increasing average
size of charging stations. A detailed analysis concerning the covered flows indicates that
the number of fully covered flows (zf = 1) is steadily increasing, while the number of
flows that are covered to less than 50% of their flow volume (zf < 0.5) is decreasing in
case the number of charging poles to locate increases.

Table 17: Pre-test for C+MC FRLP of instance s80w40.

C 0.582610∗ 8

∑
k∈K nk 174 9

∑
f∈f xk 62

PCF 179
solve time 4 105.60

PCF: number of partially covered flows (zf > 0).
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

Table 18: Results of C FRLP for instance s80w40.

S 174∗ (100%) 130∗ (75%) 87∗ (50%) 43∗ (25%)

CFV 509 797.28 10 496 324.80 11 437 704.45 12 249 329.60 13

∑
k∈K xk 52 41 36 25
n 3.35 3.39 2.42 1.72∑

f∈f yf 255 282 221 167

PCF 90 131 62 21
solve time 3 609.12 3 608.58 3 608.73 3 608.55

n: average station size .
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

Due to the fact, that the C FRLP could not be solved to optimality within a reasonable
time, a time limit of 3 600 seconds is set. That is the reason for different results when
comparing the columns of Tables 17 and 18 in case of allocating 174 charging poles.

8Best objective 58 261.01, best bound 792 966.49, gap 36.1058% (after 14 400 sec).
9Best objective 174, best bound 20, gap 88.5057% (after 3 600 sec).

10Best bound 836 727.71, gap 64.13%.
11Best bound 835 855.04, gap 68.41%.
12best bound 848 569.23, gap 93.87%
13Best bound 705 759.43, gap 183.06%.
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Analysing s100w50. Table 19 depicts the results obtained from pre-testing and the
solution of the C FRLP is summarized in Table 20. Because the solving processed
ended after reaching a time limit, differences in the CFV again occurs in case of testing
the C FRLP with the results of the pre-testing model C+MC FRLP, representing the
EVCP to locate (S=219) .

Table 19: Pre-test (C+MC FRLP) of instance s100w50.

C 0.604579∗ 14

∑
k∈K nk 219 15

∑
f∈f xk 82

PCF 273
solve time 4019.16

PCV: number of partially covered flows (zf > 0).
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

Table 20: Results of C FRLP for instance s100w50.

S 219∗ (100%) 164∗ (75%) 109∗ (50%) 54∗ (25%)

CFV 524 261.32 16 513 501.34 17 433 967.79 18 247 072.03 19

∑
k∈K xk 63 59 50 36
n 3.48 2.78 2.18 1.50∑

f∈f yf 1132 1132 391 301

PCF 198 180 105 48
solve time 3619.27 3621.02 3620.95 3621.99

n: average station size .
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

A detailed analysis of the results indicates that allocating 400 charging poles (installing
four charging poles at every potential facility location) results in an average utilisation
of 57.03% per charging location. The second pre-testing phase indicates that the same
coverage level can be reached when allocating less charging poles (S=219, representing
the EVCP), which consequently results in a higher utilisation per charging location.

14Best objective 604 579.47, best bound 834 075.08, gap 37.96% (after 14 400 sec).
15Best objective 219, best bound 20, gap 90.87% (after 3 600 sec).
16Best bound 869 785.76, gap 65.91%.
17Best bound 869 785.76, gap 69.38%.
18Best bound 858 707.29, gap 97.87%.
19Best bound 793 058.56, gap 220.98%.
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It can be summarised that a decreasing number of charging poles to locate results in
an increasing average utilisation per charging location. Locating 54 charging poles (25%
of EVCP), placed in 35 potential facility locations, leads to an average utilisation of
91.24%. Having enough budget to install 164 charging poles (75% of EVCP), most EVs
can be covered if these locations are installed in 59 possible facility locations. The average
utilisation per charging location based on this charging pole allocation is 82.64%.

Analysing Florida. The capacity per charging pole is 23 740.352 86. Whereby, con-
sistent with the other test instances, a scaling parameter of 0.001 is used. The TFV of
this test instance is 1 · 1012.

Table 21: Pre-test (C+MC FRLP) of instance Florida.

C 0.000828∑
k∈K nk 870 20

∑
f∈f xk 293

PCF 130
solve time 3 854.78

PCV: number of partially covered flows (zf > 0).
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

Table 22: Results of C FRLP for instance Florida.

S 870∗ (100%) 652∗ (75%) 435∗ (50%) 217∗ (25%)

CFV 6.60 · 108 21 5.39 · 108 22 4.06 · 108 23 2.69 · 108 24

∑
k∈K xk 218 163 109 55
n 4 4 3.99 3.95∑

f∈f yf 2 530 2 187 1 066 469

PCF 107 87 60 37
solve time 3 847.80 3 867.11 3 871.50 3 878.55

n: average station size .
∗ indicates no optimal results, interrupted solving process.

20Best bound 1, gap 99.8851%
21Best bound 9.577 3 · 10

11, gap 144 939.62%.
22Best bound 9.577 3 · 10

11, gap 177 709.08%.
23Best bound 9.577 3 · 10

11, gap 235 905.02%.
24Best bound 9.577 3 · 10

11, gap 356 169.92%.
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C Gurobi MIP log file

To obtain information about the branch-and-bound tree and therefore the process of
the optimization, the Gurobi option outlev=1 is used. Briefly describing the columns,
the “Nodes” columns give the current number of explored and unexplored nodes in the
branch-and-bound tree. The “Current Node” columns list information about the current
node, where “Obj” indicates the optimal value of the LP relaxation at the current node.
If an integer solution is found at a node, it is indicated with a “H” in the first column.
The “BestBd” column gives the value of the best integer solution found so far. The
“Gap” column represents the relative gap between the best integer solution found and the
current upper bound if an integer solution has been found.

CFRLP for s80w40 with S = 174

Gurobi 8.1.0: outlev=1

timelim=3600

Root relaxation: objective 8.872952e+05, 201679 iterations, 1182.99 seconds

Total elapsed time = 1222.65s

Total elapsed time = 1225.98s

Nodes | Current Node | Objective Bounds | Work

Expl Unexpl | Obj Depth IntInf | Incumbent BestBd Gap | It/Node Time

0 0 887295.163 0 18548 486490.066 887295.163 82.4% - 1235s

0 0 874583.919 0 18302 486490.066 874583.919 79.8% - 1432s

0 0 871990.641 0 18552 486490.066 871990.641 79.2% - 1485s

0 0 871223.741 0 18603 486490.066 871223.741 79.1% - 1507s

0 0 870967.512 0 18585 486490.066 870967.512 79.0% - 1522s

0 0 870843.577 0 18477 486490.066 870843.577 79.0% - 1531s

0 0 870760.377 0 18533 486490.066 870760.377 79.0% - 1540s

0 0 870683.381 0 18605 486490.066 870683.381 79.0% - 1548s

0 0 870674.098 0 18604 486490.066 870674.098 79.0% - 1552s

0 0 870664.907 0 18598 486490.066 870664.907 79.0% - 1553s

0 0 870555.192 0 18581 486490.066 870555.192 78.9% - 1556s

0 0 870545.617 0 18540 486490.066 870545.617 78.9% - 1559s

0 0 870544.164 0 18535 486490.066 870544.164 78.9% - 1561s

0 0 863255.026 0 18793 486490.066 863255.026 77.4% - 1756s

H 0 0 509797.27780 863255.026 69.3% - 1756s

0 0 858161.471 0 18990 509797.278 858161.471 68.3% - 1906s

0 0 855617.300 0 19154 509797.278 855617.300 67.8% - 2032s

0 0 854943.086 0 19115 509797.278 854943.086 67.7% - 2083s

0 0 854853.820 0 19189 509797.278 854853.820 67.7% - 2103s

0 0 854788.538 0 19189 509797.278 854788.538 67.7% - 2121s

0 0 854565.594 0 19135 509797.278 854565.594 67.6% - 2147s

0 0 854505.514 0 18939 509797.278 854505.514 67.6% - 2162s

0 0 854490.623 0 18946 509797.278 854490.623 67.6% - 2169s

0 0 854482.530 0 18912 509797.278 854482.530 67.6% - 2172s
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0 0 854455.832 0 18870 509797.278 854455.832 67.6% - 2179s

0 0 854453.779 0 18901 509797.278 854453.779 67.6% - 2182s

0 0 849404.235 0 18899 509797.278 849404.235 66.6% - 2394s

0 0 848137.493 0 19076 509797.278 848137.493 66.4% - 2484s

0 0 847840.466 0 19118 509797.278 847840.466 66.3% - 2525s

0 0 847771.492 0 18968 509797.278 847771.492 66.3% - 2551s

0 0 847678.926 0 19053 509797.278 847678.926 66.3% - 2581s

0 0 847610.530 0 19128 509797.278 847610.530 66.3% - 2599s

0 0 847503.941 0 19055 509797.278 847503.941 66.2% - 2623s

0 0 847487.687 0 19008 509797.278 847487.687 66.2% - 2632s

0 0 847418.223 0 18988 509797.278 847418.223 66.2% - 2647s

0 0 847405.285 0 19116 509797.278 847405.285 66.2% - 2657s

0 0 847352.632 0 19161 509797.278 847352.632 66.2% - 2677s

0 0 847340.687 0 19051 509797.278 847340.687 66.2% - 2686s

0 0 847329.147 0 18980 509797.278 847329.147 66.2% - 2692s

0 0 847313.166 0 19039 509797.278 847313.166 66.2% - 2708s

0 0 847307.230 0 19043 509797.278 847307.230 66.2% - 2715s

0 0 843477.349 0 19019 509797.278 843477.349 65.5% - 2901s

0 0 842437.503 0 19131 509797.278 842437.503 65.2% - 3006s

0 0 842208.248 0 19091 509797.278 842208.248 65.2% - 3043s

0 0 842090.928 0 18988 509797.278 842090.928 65.2% - 3070s

0 0 841930.201 0 19002 509797.278 841930.201 65.1% - 3098s

0 0 841869.615 0 19056 509797.278 841869.615 65.1% - 3119s

0 0 841850.829 0 18932 509797.278 841850.829 65.1% - 3128s

0 0 841827.107 0 18810 509797.278 841827.107 65.1% - 3138s

0 0 841735.417 0 18780 509797.278 841735.417 65.1% - 3151s

0 0 841721.997 0 18830 509797.278 841721.997 65.1% - 3159s

0 0 841717.815 0 18855 509797.278 841717.815 65.1% - 3165s

0 0 837929.264 0 19182 509797.278 837929.264 64.4% - 3390s

0 0 837074.367 0 19344 509797.278 837074.367 64.2% - 3502s

0 0 836851.104 0 19373 509797.278 836851.104 64.2% - 3547s

0 0 836770.348 0 19368 509797.278 836770.348 64.1% - 3577s

0 0 836727.707 0 19426 509797.278 836727.707 64.1% - 3596s

0 0 - 0 509797.278 836727.707 64.1% - 3600s
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